PALESTINIAN FAIR TRADE

SUN-DRIED TOMATO
CAPER SPREaD
handmade, artisan quality
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CANAAN’S SUNDRIED TOMATO CAPER SPREAD

. Local tomato varieties like the Mandawi and Khalili are succulent with a unique,

rich, robust, and subtly sour flavor. These tomatoes are carefully selected, washed,
and sun-dried. They are then blended with wild capers and organic olive oil to
make this delicious spread

. This rich, tangy, robust, and smooth artisan is the full eating experience: texture,
visual, scent, taste, in addition to being a concentrated source of nutrients,
vitamins, and anti-oxidants

. Add a taste of summer to your sandwiches with this spread! Serve as a dip, or

spread on bread or crackers, use on grilled or baked meats, fish or poultry, on
baguettes or grilled breads, or top zucchini grilled, eggplant, onion slices. Toss with
warm pasta or use as your pizza sauce for your most delicious pizza. Endless
combinations for easy and elegant meals

INGREDIENTS: Sundried Tomatoes, Capers, Olive Oil, Salt

DELICACIES FROM THE LAND OF MILK AND HONEY
Canaan launched the first fair trade olive oil in the world in 2005. We produce olive oil that has been farmed organically by tradition, from generation to
generation, for thousands of years. From our fields to your table, Canaan embraces a process that unites the ancient practices of olive farming with cutting edge
technology for top quality pressing, storing and bottling. From the soil to the bottle, we work with our farmers in a continuous effort to consistently yield
premium extra-virgin olive oil. Our artisan foods are made in small batches with care, utilizing the crops of the region. We anchor our practices in both fair trade
and sustainable organic farming, fostering ongoing business partnerships with our farmers so we can guarantee gourmet products to our customers. Canaan
is pleased to present a variety of olive oils, crushed oils, tapenades, za’atar, Maftoul, freekeh, and more.
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